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Analysis income and value added of processed products made from salacca on the scale of homeindustry in Sleman Yogyakarta Regency.
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ABSTRACT

This research aims to determine the cost, income, profit and added value of processed products made from raw salacca in Sleman regency. Place of research is determined by purposive method that is in Sleman regency. Respondents in this research amounted to 13 homeindustries consisting of 5 industries in Turi sub-district and 8 industries in Tempel sub-district determined by census method. The data used include primary and secondary data. Technique of collecting data by observation and direct interview by using questionnaire. Quantitative analysis was used to know the cost, income, profit and added valued. The results of the analysis for salacca processed homeindustry into bark chips for one month requires a fee of Rp 11.063.604,- with income of Rp 10.220.722, -, and profit of Rp 8.533.896,-. While the processed salacca industry becomes candied salacca fruits cost Rp 1.633.674,- with income of Rp 1.222.181,- and profit of Rp 716.326,-. That the added value of the processing of salacca fruit one kilogram for the home industry of salacca chips amounted to Rp 11.452,-, while the home industry of candied salacca fruits yielded greater added value of Rp 25.932, -
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